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The myth of the divine emperor and of the unbroken
dynasty is not supported by the facts. Made implicitly by
Shotoku this arrogant claim becomes explicit in the pro-
clamation put into the mouth of the boy-emperor Mommu
at his accession in 697. *In performing the task of the
Exalted Throne and in succession to the Sun in Heaven*
he is 'God manifest in the flesh, to rule over The Land of
Many Islands—that there may be an unending succession
of august rulers, beginning in the High Plain of Heaven'.
Such is the prototype of all such proclamations, and the
emperor of Japan still reports all important policies to his
divine ancestors. As Sansoni points out, here is a theory
of sovereignty quite at variance with that of China—and,
we may add, with the lives of many emperors.
Nor have the feudal lords of Japan hesitated for a
thousand years to overshadow their liege. For six reigns
Fujiwara Fuhito—prototype of Japan's 'elder statesman*
and son of Kamatari (d. 669) who founded the potent
Fujiwara house—dominated the rulers *by marriage, re-
marriage, and inter-marriage'. Father-in-law of two em-
perors, he was in due course grandfather of a third: yet he
kept judiciously in the background, and worked through
the women of the Court, advising abdication, setting up
a minor, and intriguing with the genius of a Chinese
eunuch. These tactics his family kept up for several cen-
turies—yet they did Japan good service in many ways,
and balanced the growing power of Buddhist abbots,
whom many empresses favoured, and whose monastic
houses grew rich on gifts of land exempt from taxation,
and of slaves whom they began to turn into armed retainers.
One monk, Dokyo, became the paramour of the Empress
Koken, and even aimed at seizing the throne, playing
upon her infatuation and superstition. Yet the age saw
'great advances in art and in political theory; it is one of
the slow naturalization of Chinese and Korean culture on
Japanese soil. * If the Japanese mastered somewhat pain-
fully and slowly the elements of Chinese culture their
hearts leaped to welcome all its beauty/
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